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Abstract

by using the model parameters shared with the central server.
For instance, many works have demonstrated that data reconstruction is achievable through analyzing the model updates in
FL setup [8, 9, 10]. We had previously demonstrated this phenomenon in FL-based SER setup [6]. Specifically, we showed
that an attribute inference attacker could successfully infer a
user’s gender attribute by using the model updates shared in
the FL setup [6]. A typical approach to protect privacy in FL is
differential privacy (DP) [11, 12], of which local DP (LDP) is a
prominent example [7]. For instance, user-level DP, a particular
LDP approach, provides privacy protections to FL by perturbing each client’s shared model before uploading it to the central
server. In UDP, the training process of each client satisfies the
requirement of (ϵ, δ)-LDP for different privacy levels by adapting Gaussian noise with appropriate variances.
In this work, we perform an extensive exploration of this
framework within the context of FL-based SER. In particular,
we investigate the effect of the level of perturbation on privacy
leakage and the utility of the trained SER model. In addition,
we enhance the capability of the privacy attacker by providing
access to multiple model updates for each client in the FL training setup. Our experiments show that when the adversary has
only access to a single model update from a client, the UDP can
effectively decrease attribute information leakage (thereby mitigating privacy leakage) while retaining the utility of the SER
model. However, the efficacy of this mitigation strategy drops
substantially when the attacker can observe multiple model updates from the FL process.

Many existing privacy-enhanced speech emotion recognition (SER) frameworks focus on perturbing the original speech
data through adversarial training within a centralized machine
learning setup. However, this privacy protection scheme can
fail since the adversary can still access the perturbed data. In
recent years, distributed learning algorithms, especially federated learning (FL), have gained popularity to protect privacy in
machine learning applications. While FL provides good intuition to safeguard privacy by keeping the data on local devices,
prior work has shown that privacy attacks, such as attribute inference attacks, are achievable for SER systems trained using
FL. In this work, we propose to evaluate the user-level differential privacy (UDP) in mitigating the privacy leaks of the SER
system in FL. UDP provides theoretical privacy guarantees with
privacy parameters ϵ and δ. Our results show that the UDP can
effectively decrease attribute information leakage while keeping the utility of the SER system with the adversary accessing
one model update. However, the efficacy of the UDP suffers
when the FL system leaks more model updates to the adversary.
We make the code publicly available to reproduce the results in
https://github.com/usc-sail/fed-ser-leakage.
Index Terms: Speech Emotion Recognition, Differential Privacy, Federated Learning, Privacy Leakage

1. Introduction
Speech emotion recognition (SER) has found increasing applications in virtual assistants [1], health [2, 3], education [4] and
other emerging human-centered AI applications. SER is prone
to privacy leakage issues like other speech technologies because
the collected speech data can reveal sensitive information about
an individual, including intent, demographic/personality traits,
and health states. Federated Learning (FL) methods attempt
to address the issues of data privacy by training a model on a
central server using the shared model parameters from an edge
device without the need for local data [5]. However, as reported
in our prior work, SER applications trained in an FL setup are
still vulnerable to attribute inference attacks [6]. In particular,
we found that an adversary with access to local parameter updates can successfully infer the gender of the user (deemed as
sensitive in that particular SER use case) operating the edge device. In this work, we propose to apply a recently developed
user-level differential privacy (UDP) framework [7] to mitigate
attribute information leakage in FL-based SER systems.
In FL algorithms, each edge device trains a local model
using its own data, and the central server then aggregates the
shared local model parameters. Such a training scheme ensures
that local data is not shared with the central server, potentially
mitigating privacy leakage. However, recent works have shown
that adversaries may still perform privacy attacks, such as membership inference attacks [8] and reconstruction attacks [9, 10],
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2. Method
In this section, we first review the attacking framework we proposed in [6]. We then summarise the proposed UDP algorithm
used in this work. To facilitate readability, we summarize the
notations adopted in this paper in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows the
attack problem setup we apply in this work. Specifically, the
primary task is SER, models for which are trained using the FL
framework. In contrast, in the adversarial task the attacker attempts to predict the client’s gender label (deemed sensitive in
this exemplary scenario). We follow a setup in which we have
a private-labeled data set Dp from a number of clients, where
each client has a feature set X and an emotion label set y. Each
client is also associated with a gender label z. In this attack, the
adversary tries to infer the sensitive attribute zk of the kth client
using global model θt and its local model θkt+1 .
2.1. Attack Framework
We use an attack framework similar to membership inference
attack [13]. Below is a summary of the attack framework, and a
more detailed description can be found in [6].
1. Shadow FL training: The adversary first trains several
shadow SER models Ms1 , Ms2 , ..., Msm to mimic the private
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Table 1: Notation used in this paper.
p

D
Da

the layer’s bias updates. We then pass this combined representation to a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier to predict
gender. In this work, we focus on using the ∇W1 and ∇b1
based on our observation that most information leakage in this
application comes from the first layer’s training updates [6].

Training data set of the private model.
Training data set of the attack model.

Ms1 , ..., Msm
Ma

Shadow models.
Attack model.

x, y
z
t, k
U
θt
θkt
q
T
C
n

Speech data and its emotion label.
Sensitive attribute label.
Global epoch and client index in FL.
Total number of clients.
Global model parameters at tth epoch.
Model updates of kth client at tth epoch.
Client sample ratio for each training epoch.
Total number of global training epoch.
Norm clipping threshold.
Number of leaked model updates in FL.

2.2. User-Level Differential Privacy
The idea of LDP is to perturb the local data using mechanism
M such that the data perturbation is guaranteed to protect from
inference attacks given parameters ϵ and δ. Here, ϵ > 0 sets
the bound of all outputs on neighboring data sets D and D′ ,
which differ by one sample, in a database. δ ∈ [0, 1) indicates
the probability that the ratio of the probabilities for two adjacent data sets D and D′ cannot be bounded by ϵ. Given a fixed
δ, a lower ϵ represents stronger privacy protection [15]. More
formally, LDP can be defined as follows:
Definition 2.1 ((ϵ, δ)-LDP) A random mechanism M satisfies
(ϵ, δ)-LDP, where ϵ > 0 and δ ∈ [0, 1), if and only if for any
two adjacent data sets D and D′ in universe X , we have:
P r(M(D)) ≤ eϵ P r(M(D′ )) + δ

(2)

In this paper, we follow the work in [7] and select Gaussian mechanism using L2 norm sensitivity as M. In this setup,
we perturb an output s(x) by adding Gaussian noise with zeromean and variance σ 2 I for a given s(·) as shown below:
M(x) = s(x) + N (0, σ 2 I)

(3)
p

In the FL setup, the model update function ℓ(D , θ) becomes a natural choice for the sample function in the LDP.
Formally, the sensitivity is defined as the upper bound for the
noise perturbation given by σ that satisfies (ϵ, δ)-LDP. Given
p
two adjacent data sets Dkp and D′ k and the gradients g(Dkp ) =
p
t
th
th
ℓ(Dk , θ ) in the k client and t global epoch, the max sensitivity associated with this process is as follows:

Figure 1: The figure shows the problem setup of the attribute
inference attack in [6]. Here, we define SER as the primary application, and the adversary attempts to infer the gender using
the shared model updates. (Image credit: OpenMoji [14])
training on Dp . The adversary trains each shadow model using different folds of training data. The data sets for training
these shadow models can come from public data sets with similar distribution to Dp . We want to underscore that the public
data sets used to train the shadow models and private training
data set Dp are mutually exclusive in this attack framework.
Here, we assume the attack is a white-box attack, where the attacker knows the model architecture and hyper-parameters like
batch size and learning rate. Therefore, shadow models have
the same model architecture as the private model and have the
same training hyper-parameters used in the private training.
2. Attack data set: We collect the global model θ and
trained local model θk of kth client at each epoch while training
Ms1 , Ms2 , ..., Msm as the attack training data set Da . Here,
t
we further define the pseudo gradients g′ k as the training input of the attacker model. Given t (number of local training
t
updates) and η (learning rate), we can write g′ k as follows:
t

g′ k =

1 t
(θ − θkt )
tη

∇ℓ =

p

max
p

Dk ,D ′ k ∈X

p

||g(Dkp ) − g(D′ k )||2

(4)

More specifically, the norm clipping technique in deep
learning is frequently used to bound the sensitivity function
above [16]. Given the norm clipping threshold C, we can bound
2ηC
the sensitivity as ∇ℓ ≤ |D
p . Furthermore, given total training
|
k
epoch T , the number of clients participating in a global epoch
K, the client sample ratio q = K
, ϵk , and fixed δk , the followU
ing inequality can be derived as shown in [16] and [7]:
ln

1
ϵ2k σk2
<
δk
2T q∇ℓ2

(5)

Thus, we can determine σk of the Gaussian noise that satisfies (ϵk , δk )-LDP for the kth client using the equation below:
p
∇ℓ 2qT ln (1/δk )
σk =
(6)
ϵk
So unlike the normal FL process, where the local client directly uploads the updated model parameters for aggregation,
the UDP framework locally adds Gaussian noise with zero mean
and variance σk to θkt+1 before sending it to the central server.
Algorithm 1 shows the federated learning with UDP. Additionally, for a given ϵk , a larger T in the entire training process
leads to lower privacy guarantees because the adversary may
access more observations of model updates [7]. This decrease
in privacy protection can be related to the composition property
associated with DP derived in [17, 15]:

(1)

3. Attack model training: In this paper, the attacker model
t
takes g′ k as the input to infer zk of the kth client. Suppose
∇Wi and ∇bi are the weight updates and the bias updates in
g′ corresponding to the ith layer in SER training, respectively.
Each layer’s weight update is first fed into a three-layer CNN
feature extractor to compute the hidden representation. We then
flatten the output from the CNN module and concatenate it with
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Algorithm 1 User-level DP (UDP)

features of each speaker. For the IEMOCAP and the MSPImprov data set, we divide each speaker’s data into 10 shards of
equal size to create more clients for the FL training. We leave
20% of speakers as the test data and repeat the experiments five
times with test folds of different speakers.

1: Initialize: θ , c , q, T, C, LDP parameters (ϵi , δi ) for ev0

0

ery client

2: for Each round t = 0, ..., T − 1 do
3:
Sample clients S ∈ {1, 2, ..., U }
4:
for Each client k ∈ S in parallel do
5:
gkt (Dkp ) ← ℓ(Dkp , θt )

6:
7:

gkt (Dkp ) ← gkt (Dkp )/ max(1,
t
θkt+1 ← θ√
− ηgkt (Dkp )
∇ℓ

4.2. Data setup
Similar to [6], we simulate the experiments using different private training data sets. For instance, when the IEMOCAP data
set is the private training data set Dp , the MSP-Improv data
set and CREMA-D data set are combined to train shadow models Ms1 , ..., Msm . Next, we train the attack model Ma using the model updates generated while training Ms1 , ..., Msm .
Finally, we evaluate the performance of Ma using the model
updates generated in the FL that uses IEMOCAP data set as
Dp . Similarly, we repeat the same experiments with the MSPImprov data set and the CREMA-D data set as Dp .

p

t
||gk
(Dk )||2
)
C

2qT ln (1/δ )

k
σk ←
ϵk
t+1
t+1
9:
θk ← θk + N (0, σk I)
end
P
t+1
1
10:
θt+1 ← |S|
k∈S θk
end

8:

Theorem 2.1 For any ϵ > 0 and δ ∈ [0, 1), the class of (ϵ, δ)DP mechanisms satisfy (kϵ, kδ)-DP under k-fold composition.

4.3. Model and Evaluation Details
We use an MLP for the SER model architecture. The model
consists of 2 dense layers with hidden layer dimensions of {256,
128}. We choose ReLU as the activation function and the
dropout rate as 0.2. We implement the FedAvg algorithm in
training the SER model. Only q = 10% of the clients participate in each global round. 80% of the data at a client is
reserved for local training, and the remaining 20% is used for
validation. We set the local training batch size as 20, the η as
0.0005, the local training epoch as 1, and the T as 200. We set
the norm clipping threshold C = 0.25 and δk = 0.5 for every
client. We evaluate the attacker performance under several privacy budget values ϵk ∈ [5, 10, 25, 50]. We use the pre-trained
attacker model from our previous work, and details of the attacker model training are in [6]. We randomly pick a client’s
n model updates (generated in FL) and predict its gender label
using the aggregated model updates. As we mentioned in section 2.1, we only use the model updates from the first layer as
the input for the inference task. We repeat this ten times for
each client and aggregate predictions from all clients to report
the final results. We empirically test n ∈ [1, 5, 10, all], where
all refers to the scenario where all the updates available from a
client are available to the attacker.

Therefore, we hypothesize that the attack performance increases with more model updates leaked. Finally, we test the
attack performance by varying the number of leaked observations, n, of a client to empirically validate this behavior.

3. SER Data Sets
In this work, we use three corpora widely used in SER, including in our previous attacker work, to evaluate the DP performance. Readers can reference the label distribution of the data
set in [6].
1. The IEMOCAP database [18] contains audio and visual data
of acted human interactions with categorical emotions. The corpus has five recorded sessions from ten subjects (five male and
five female) in scripted and improvised conditions. Speakers
follow a fixed script in the scripted condition and perform spontaneous interactions in the improvised condition. Similar to [19]
and our previous work [6], we only use the data from the improvised condition. We decided to use the four most frequently
occurring emotion labels (neutral, sad, happiness, and anger)
for training the SER model as suggested in [19].
2. The CREMA-D [20] corpus has 7,442 speech recordings that simulate different emotional expressions. The whole
database is collected from 91 actors (48 male and 43 female).
3. The MSP-Improv [21] corpus consists of human interactions with naturalistic emotions captured from improvised scenarios. The whole data set is from 12 participants (six male and
six female). Like the IEMOCAP data set, we only select data
recorded in the improvised condition.

5. Results and Discussion
5.1. SER Performance
The SER results of UDP-based FL at different privacy levels
are shown in Table 2. ϵ = ∞ indicates the case of FL without
adding UDP. In this work, we report the unweighted average
recall (UAR) scores of the SER predictions over the emotion
classes. Overall, the SER model performs best in the CREMAD data set. Across the different datasets and feature sets, we observe that the SER performance decreases by about 1-2% when
applying UDP with ϵ = 50 and ϵ = 25. Moreover, the UAR decreases by around 3-4% when ϵ reduces to 10. Finally, the SER
performance drops significantly when ϵ = 5 in the UDP. These
observations comply with the expected output of UDP, where
a relatively larger ϵ is associated with smaller noises added to
the model parameters and thus does not substantially impact the
performance of the primary application. To quantify the amount
of noise added to the weight parameters, we calculate the weight
parameters’ signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at different privacy levels. We find that the SNR is in the range of 14.11 dB to 20.65 dB
when ϵ = 25, which suggests that the SER model performance

4. Experiments
4.1. Data Preprocessing
We follow the data preprocessing from our previous work [6],
where we extract the EmoBase feature set and the autoregressive predictive coding (APC) [22] feature set of each utterance using the OpenSMILE toolkit [23] and SUPERB (Speech
Processing Universal PERformance Benchmark) [24], respectively. We present results on one knowledge-based feature set
(EmoBase) and one deep-learning-based feature set (APC). Due
to space constraints in the paper, we present the results using
other deep-learning-based speech features in our GitHub repository mentioned earlier. We apply z-normalization to the speech
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Table 2: Prediction results of the SER model and the pre-trained attacker model on private data set Dp . The % unweighted average
recall (UAR) scores of the SER task and the adversary task (gender inference) on each data set are reported. ϵ indicates the privacy
level set in the UDP algorithm, and a smaller ϵ represents a stronger privacy guarantee.
Dp
IEMOCAP
CREMA-D
MSP-Improv

Feature
EmoBase
APC
EmoBase
APC
EmoBase
APC

SER Performance(% UAR)
ϵ=∞
61.6
63.4
66.3
66.2
47.0
51.1

Attacker Performance(% UAR)

ϵ = 50

ϵ = 25

ϵ = 10

ϵ=5

60.7
61.5
64.1
66.0
47.1
51.3

58.5
60.6
64.5
65.2
46.1
50.7

59.6
60.0
63.0
64.8
46.2
48.7

54.5
54.6
61.6
63.2
43.5
45.6

ϵ=∞
82.5
90.7
80.1
78.4
89.1
93.2

ϵ = 50

ϵ = 25

ϵ = 10

ϵ=5

51.7
60.4
69.3
64.0
62.2
59.5

50.5
53.2
58.6
53.9
53.8
52.1

50.2
51.9
52.2
50.0
50.6
49.8

50.0
48.9
50.1
50.0
49.3
50.0

Attack performance

Figure 2: The figure shows the prediction results of the attribute inference task at different privacy levels (ϵ) and different number of
leaked model updates. We denote the data set and feature set by the notation data set/f eature set.
decreases substantially when the energy of the shared weight
parameters is less than 25 times the energy of the noise.

shows that the attacker can infer the gender to a reasonable extent with access to all model updates from a client. However,
at ϵ = 10 and ϵ = 5, the attack performance does not increase
much, even with more access to model updates. These results
suggest that when the attacker can observe multiple model updates from the UDP-based FL process, the attribute inference
attack is achievable with some degradation in the SER performance by applying a small ϵ in UDP.

5.2. Attacker Performance (n = 1)
The attacker results of FL with UDP at different ϵ are shown
in Table 2. Similar to the SER performance, we evaluate the
attacker using the UAR scores of gender predictions. The table shows that the pre-trained attack model can predict gender
with a UAR above 75% in all conditions when no perturbation
is added (ϵ = ∞). However, we find that the gender predictions
from the attacker model drop intensely even when applying the
UDP using ϵ = 50 (small perturbation σk ). As we reduce ϵ
from 50 to 25 (hence gradually increasing the perturbation),
the gender prediction results drop close to the random guess.
These results indicate that UDP can effectively mitigate the attribute inference attack without sacrificing much utility of the
SER model when the attacker has only access to a single model
update from a client.

6. Conclusions
We evaluated the attribute inference attack of the SER task
within FL settings with a user-level DP algorithm. The UDP algorithm used in this paper satisfies the requirement of LDP with
privacy parameters ϵ and δ. We discover that the UDP algorithm
can effectively mitigate the attribute inference attack when the
adversary can only access one model update from a client. This
defense provides promising results even with a relatively larger
ϵ at 50 (weaker privacy guarantee). However, as the number of
leaked model updates increases, the adversary can infer the gender label with an adequate UAR when ϵ are 50 and 25. Since
the current adversary trains the attack model using the model
updates generated from only two public SER data sets, the attacker can potentially improve the performance of the attack
model by including more public SER data sets. Consequently,
this may make UDP less effective against the current attribute
inference attack framework. Therefore, in future works, we aim
to explore adversarial training, which targets to protect specific
attributes in the defense.

5.3. Attacker Performance (n > 1)
Fig. 2 shows the results of the attack performance on FL with
access to a varying number of model updates, n and at different privacy levels, ϵ for the UDP algorithm. The results show
that the attack performance in gender prediction improves by an
enormous margin with more model updates of a client leaked to
the adversary when ϵ = 50 and ϵ = 25. For example, the UAR
of the gender prediction is 82.3% when the adversary has access to all model updates of a client and ϵ = 50 in UDP, which
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